An activity/coloring book for fans of the Henry & Glenn Forever series

Henry & Glenn Adult Activity & Coloring Book
by Tom Neely

“

Praise for Henry & Glenn series:

“One of my favorite uses of satire is a comic
book that depicts me in a romantic relationship
with rock vocalist Glenn Danzig. I have never
opened a copy; I am happy to live the rest of
my life never knowing what happens to the
two of us in those pages. I am told that in the
story, our neighbors are Hall and Oates! If I
were to find that anything less than hilarious,
then I am in the wrong business.” —Henry
Rollins, LA Weekly

“I didn’t think it was very funny. I thought it
was a very crappy, opportunistic book. People
are extremely stupid.” —Glenn Danzig, in an
interview with Rolling Stone
“I wouldn’t be the neighbor, but I’d be in the
Satanic cult!” —Daryl Hall
“A little cult-beloved slice of domestic bliss/
angst.” —SPIN Magazine

“Goes beyond the tired and obvious bromance
genre.” —Carrie Brownstein, NPR

Love is so metal. Get pumped on inspirational
love with the coloring book of the century,
celebrating the romance of the millennium:
Henry & Glenn Forever. Bust out your
rainbow crayons and make your own mark on
the ongoing story of two tough men learning to
express their emotions together.
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Marketing Notes
1. Tom Neely is a prolific and highly acclaimed
artist and cartoonist
2. Henry & Glenn Forever is a popular comic
series that has sold 80,000 copies since 2010
3. The Henry & Glenn Forever & Ever series
has collective sold 30,000 copies
4. Neilsen Bookscan estimated that 12 million
copies of adult coloring books were sold in the
U.S in 2015, and the trend shows little sign
of slowing in 2016

*

Comparative Titles

• Post-Structuralist Vulva Coloring Book Megan
Pomerleau 9781621061380 (Microcosm)
$12.95, 2016
• ODY-C, Vol. 1: Off to Far Ithica Matt Fraction
9781632153760 (Image Comics) $9.99, 2015
• Tattoo Coloring Book Megamunden
9781780670119 (Chronicle Books) $14.95,
2013
• Grimm Fairy Tales Adult Coloring Book
Zenescope 9781942275244 (Diamond Books
Distributions) $12.99, 2015

Tom Neely is an artist and cartoonist who is
best known for the cult-hit indie comic book
Henry & Glenn Forever, which he created
with his artist collective The Igloo Tornado.
His art has been featured in galleries in California and New York, in dozens of magazines
and literary journals, and on album covers.
His debut graphic novel The Blot earned him
many accolades, including an Ignatz Award.
His other works are: Henry & Glenn Forever
& Ever, Your Disease Spread Quick, The Wolf,
and The Humans. He currently lives in Los
Angeles.

A small, innovative publishing house, Microcosm
Publishing specializes in work designed to make
the reader feel good about being alive, take an
active role in bettering their life, and impact the
world around them. Microcosm has developed a
reputation for teaching self-empowerment, showing
hidden histories, and fostering creativity through
challenging conventional publishing wisdom with
books and zines about DIY skills, food, politics,
and art.
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